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To test whether future imagination can reduce the delay discounting rate of the Internet

addicts, we recruited 40 Internet addicts (treatment sample) and 39 non-problematic

users (control sample). We used a 2 (participant type: individuals with Internet addiction

vs. non-problematic users)× 2 (training type: future event imagination training vs. control

condition) × 2 (training session: first session vs. final session) mixed-subjects design to

test our hypothesis. The participant type and training type were between the subjects

and the training session was within the subject. Half of each sample (the Internet addicts

and non-problematic users) was randomly assigned to complete five sessions of future

imagination training and the other half was assigned to describe some daily events they

had observed. We used the Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS) and delay discounting task

to assess our outcome variable, such as addiction, impulsivity, and delay discounting

rate. The results showed that the future imagination training significantly reduced the

delay discounting rate (also for impulsivity and addiction) for both the Internet addicts

and non-problematic users than the control condition. Besides, the negative effect of

future imagination training on the delay discounting rates (for impulsivity and addiction)

remained consistent across the five training sessions. These findings suggest that the

future imagination training can be a useful approach to reduce the impulsivity among

those who are addicted to the Internet.

Keywords: intertemporal choice, future imagination training, delay discounting rate, Internet addiction, future

thinking

INTRODUCTION

One increasingly prominent issue we are facing in the current technological era is Internet
addiction (Lai et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Cheng and Li, 2014; Kuss and Lopezfernandez, 2016).
There has been no unified standard for the definition of Internet addiction. Themost representative
one is proposed by Young, who defines the Internet addiction as “a disorder of impulse control
without the effect of addictive substances” (Young, 1998). Through the definition of Young (1998),
we think that the Internet addiction is a behavioral addiction phenomenon that distinguishes it
from other drug addictions. In this study, we believe that all kinds of Internet addiction are a kind
of impulsive behavior disorder. Studying the intertemporal choice of the Internet addicts is helpful
to find ways to intervene Internet addiction from the behavioral level. Several known treatment
methods have not been able to completely prevent the individuals from making impulsive choices,
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displaying high delay discounting rates, and ignoring long-
term negative consequences (Winkler et al., 2013). In fact,
the behavior of staying online despite the long-term negative
consequences among the Internet addicts is a representation of
delay discounting. Delay discounting means that compared with
current or recent benefits, people tend to give future benefits
less weight, and choose current or recent benefits (Green and
Myerson, 2004). Delay discounting occurs when less weight is
given to the future rewards or benefits in comparison with the
current benefits (Loewenstein, 1988; Frederick et al., 2002).When
faced with the choice between a smaller, more immediate reward
and a bigger but delayed one, people tend to choose the former
rather than the latter.

The previous studies have reported excessive delay
discounting rates in individuals with a variety of addictive
disorders (MacKillop et al., 2011; Amlung et al., 2017; Wölflinga
et al., 2020). A high prevalence of delay discounting has been
noted among the individuals with opioid (Madden et al., 1997)
or marijuana (Johnson et al., 2010) dependence, and in those
with heroin (Kirby et al., 1999), and smoking (Ohmura et al.,
2005) addiction. Such high rates of delay discounting have been
observed among the individuals battling pathological gambling
(Alessi and Petry, 2003) and Internet addiction (Saville et al.,
2010; Li et al., 2016a,b, 2019; Weinstein et al., 2016). This
notion of high delay discounting rate among the addicts is also
supported in research on adolescent substance abuse (Stanger
et al., 2012). This line of research has shown that individuals
with addictions tend to exhibit a greater willingness to obtain
immediate but small benefits at the expense of long-term but
considerable ones (e.g., health, familial happiness, and good
social relationships).

To better understand the relationship between the delay
discounting and addictive behaviors, the researchers have focused
their investigations on the neural bases for delay discounting
and proposed different theories to explain its occurrence,
such as the dual process model (McClure et al., 2004; Li
et al., 2019). Peters and Büchel (2011) established a selection
mechanism model of addiction that includes valuation, cognitive
control, and imagery/prospection networks. Peters and Büchel
(2010) noted that delay discounting might decrease after
engaging the participants in prospecting or imagining the
future. Moreover, the researchers found that impairments in the
imagery/prospection network can result in the excessive delay
discounting rates (Kwan et al., 2002).

Building on the literature reviewed above, we speculated
that the high delay discounting rates of addictive individuals
may be caused by their long-term exposure to the drugs or
behaviors that affect the imagery/prospection ability. When the
imagery/prospection networks are impaired, they may not be
able to envision the future very often and therefore, fail to
experience the potential benefits of future thinking. Without
future thinking, they may end up with the excessive rates of delay
discounting. The past studies suggested that expectation is the
source of the effects, which, in turn, can increase or decrease
the subjective value of future rewards (Loewenstein, 1987).
Peters and Büchel (2010) conducted an functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) study and demonstrated that episodic

future thinking could reduce the delay discounting rates through
the modulation of neural decision-making and episodic future
thinking networks when the participants spontaneously engaged
in episodic prospection. In addition, Benoit et al. (2011) found
that if a participant vividly imagines positive events that occur
in the future would decrease their delay discounting rates. It
remains unclear whether the delay discounting rate of Internet
addicts could be successfully reduced through the long-term
training employing future imagination task. The recent studies
found that episodic future thinking can decrease the delay
discounting rate among the non-addictive individuals (Stein
et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017; Scholten et al., 2019).

Episodic future thinking refers to the process of thinking
and imagining future events based on the current moment or
the past experiences (Atance and O’Neill, 2001). Episodic future
thinking is to extract the relevant situational information from
the original memory of the individual and then project it onto
the future. In other words, episodic future thinking aimed to
create a future image using the past experiences (Lechner et al.,
2019). Episodic future thinking can stimulate individuals to make
far-sighted choices, such as planning for the future, making
long-term decisions, and achieving long-term goals (Atance and
O’Neill, 2001; D’Argembeau et al., 2012). A prior literature
has shown that individuals who imagine future scenarios while
performing intertemporal choice could significantly reduce the
delay discounting rate (Daniel et al., 2015). An fMRI study
showed that imaging future events activated the brain regions
associated with the imagining future scenarios more than the
normal events (D’Argembeau et al., 2010). A research on alcohol
(Bulley and Gullo, 2017) and nicotine (Chiou and Wu, 2017)
found that episodic future thinking could reduce the need for
alcohol and nicotine. In addition, episodic future thinking can
also reduce the cravings (Stein et al., 2018).

The individuals who are deficient in intertemporal choice
are more likely to make impulsive decisions. Therefore, the
formulation of effective interventions has broad implications for
the treatment of addiction. The studies have found that changing
the delay discount rate of addicted individuals can change
their value of the addictive goods or their self-management
(McClure et al., 2013; Bernstein et al., 2014). The experimental
studies showed that episodic future thinking training can reduce
evaluation of imaginary beverages of the addicts (Snider et al.,
2016), and improve the self-management of tasty snacks in
smokers (Stein et al., 2016), overweight adults, and children
(Daniel et al., 2013, 2015; O’Neill et al., 2015).

In the current study, we employed future imagination training
to reduce the delay discounting rates among the Internet addicts.
We hope to contribute to the theoretical understanding of delay
discounting and to demonstrate future imagination training as an
effective method for the intervention for Internet addiction.

PRESENT STUDY AND HYPOTHESES

The present study aimed to test the effectiveness of future
imagination training as an intervention for behavioral
addictions. We hypothesized that the delay discounting
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TABLE 1 | The characteristics of participants (M ± SD).

Participant group Training type n Male

(%)

Female

(%)

Age Education years Addiction scores

Non-problematic users Imagining the Future 20 50 50 19.11 ± 1.79 11.35 ± 0.81 24.90 ± 2.79

Control 19 52 48 19.26 ± 1.04 11.68 ± 0.75 24.84 ± 3.47

Internet addicts Imagining the Future 20 60 40 18.80 ± 2.72 11.26 ± 1.10 47.00 ± 8.79

Control 20 60 40 18.52 ± 1.78 11.00 ± 1.18 47.10 ± 8.84

rates of participants in the future imagination training condition
would be significantly lower than those participants in the
control condition, regardless of whether they had an Internet
addiction. We also expected delay discounting rates in the final
session of future imagination training to be significantly lower
than those in the first. In addition, we expected impulsivity to be
significantly lower among the recipients of future imagination
training than among the participants assigned to the control
condition. Finally, we assumed that the Internet addiction
scores would be significantly lower following the final session
of future imagination training than before the experimental
training session.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Design
The present study employed a 2 (participant type: individuals
with Internet addiction vs. non-problematic users) × 2 (training
type: future event imagination training vs. control condition)
× 2 (training session: first session vs. final session) mixed
experimental design. The dependent variables assessed in this
study were the delay discounting rates, impulsivity in the first and
final sessions of training, and the Internet addiction scores after
the experimental training.

Participants
In this study, 40 individuals (16 women, 24 men; mean age = 19
years) being treated for Internet addiction were recruited from an
Internet addiction withdrawal school located in Beijing, China,
and 39 non-problematic users (19 women, 20 men; mean age =
19 years), from the BBS campus of Beijing Normal University
located in Beijing. The participants rated on a scale ranging from
1 (rarely) to 5 (always) their agreement with the statements in the
Internet addiction test (Young et al., 1999). A total score of more
than 49 will be diagnosed as an Internet addiction. A total score of
below 49 will be defined as non-problematic users in the current
study. We have ensured that all the individuals with Internet
addiction in this study met the diagnostic criteria for Internet
addiction. The individuals with Internet addiction and non-
problematic users were well-matched in terms of age and gender.
All the participants had never participated in an experiment
similar to the present one. The additional characteristics of the
participants are presented in Table 1.

Ethics Statement
The present study was reviewed and approved by the Committee
of Protection of Subjects at Beijing Normal University. Each

participant provided a written informed consent before the
study was conducted, and was fully debriefed at the end
of the research, in accordance with the guidelines established
by the committee. Each participant received a gift at the end
of the study.

Materials
Assessments
We assessed the participants’ delay discounting (a delay
discounting task), impulsivity [Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS)],
and addiction (Internet Addiction Scale) during the first session
and the fifth session of the five-session training.

The Internet Addiction Test (IAT)
The Internet addiction test (IAT) is known to be a reliable and
valid measure of addictive use of the Internet (Young et al., 1999).
The scale consists of 20 items and four factors. The respondents
can rate the applicability of items to themselves using 5-point
Likert-type scales, with 1 = “rarely,” 2 = “occasionally,” 3 =

“frequently,” 4 = “often,” and 5 = “always.” Each item also
contains a “not applicable” option. Obtaining a score of 49 or less
on the scale indicates that an individual is an average online user
who might surf the Web a bit too long at times, but who still has
control over his or her usage. A score between 50 and 79, on the
other hand, means that an individual experiences occasional or
frequent problem due to Internet use. Finally, a score between
80 and 100 denotes a serious addiction to the Internet. The
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.9085 demonstrates that the Chinese version
of the scale possesses good reliability and validity, as shown by
Cao et al. (2010).

The Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS-11)
The 11th edition of BIS scale developed by Patton et al. (1995)
was adapted into Chinese by Zhou et al. (2006). The scale, which
has 26 items, is comprised of three factors. The individuals
respond to the items on the scale by indicating their answers
on a 4-point Likert scale, with 1 = “rarely,” 2 = “occasionally,”
3 = “frequently,” and 4 = “always.” The level of impulsivity
of an individual is diagnosed by calculating the total score
obtained on the scale, with the higher scores signifying greater
impulsivity. The test-retest coefficients of the total scale and
subscales (attention impulsiveness, motor impulsiveness, and
non-planning impulsiveness) have previously been reported as
being 0.853, 0.765, 0.791, and 0.838, respectively; the Cronbach’s
alphas are 0.759, 0.765, 0.658, and 0.687, respectively. The
Chinese version thus shows good reliability and validity.
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The Delay Discounting Task
The delay discounting task used in this study was adopted from
the research of Chen and He (2011). The delay discounting was
assessed with a paper-and-pencil test containing 19 binary-choice
items (with A representing current options and B, “6 months
after” future options). The total monetary reward for the future
options was fixed at 1,000 RMB (US$158), while that for the
current options ranged from a possible 50 (US$7.90) to 950 RMB
(US$150.11). The participants could stand to win a set number of
1,000 RMB reward for selecting delayed options (choice B), or a
smaller reward (e.g., 50 RMB, 950 RMB) for selecting immediate
options (choice A), as outlined below:

“Imagine a situation in which you have a choice for either
receiving less money right now, or a larger amount 6 months
later. Which would you choose?

(1) A: Get 50 RMB (US$7.90) now; B: Wait for 6 months to get
1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(2) A: Get 100 RMB (US$15.80) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 (US$150.11) RMB.

(3) A: Get 150 RMB (US$23.70) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(4) A: Get 200 RMB (US$31.60) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(5) A: Get 250 RMB (US$39.50) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(6) A: Get 300 RMB (US$47.40) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(7) A: Get 350 RMB (US$55.30) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(8) A: Get 400 RMB (US$63.20) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(9) A: Get 450 RMB (US$71.10) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(10) A: Get 500 RMB (US$79) now; B: Wait for 6 months to get
1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(11) A: Get 550 RMB (US$86.90) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(12) A: Get 600 RMB (US$94.80) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(13) A: Get 650 RMB (US$102.71) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(14) A: Get 700 RMB (US$110.61) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(15) A: Get 750 RMB (US$118.71) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(16) A: Get 800 RMB (US$126.41) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(17) A: Get 850 RMB (US$134.51) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(18) A: Get 900 RMB (US$142.21) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).

(19) A: Get 950 RMB (US$150.11) now; B: Wait for 6 months to
get 1,000 RMB (US$150.11).”

Training Program
We followed the prior researchers in designing our future
imagination trainings (Levine et al., 2002). The participants were

asked to imagine the following six aspects of events so that they
could better imagine the future events (Levine et al., 2002). The
six aspects were presented on a sheet of paper. The training
program aimed to enable participants to imagine future events
and to write down these events on a sheet of paper in 15min.
In contrast, those in the control group were asked to imagine
occurring events instead in 15min. All the participants imagined
and wrote following the instruction of six aspects of the events.
The six aspects are as follows:

(1) Event information: what the weather was like at the time of
the event, and what other people were wearing.

(2) Time information: when the event took place. For example,
in the morning or afternoon.

(3) Temporal integration of information: the events before and
after the event.

(4) Location of information: where the event took place.
(5) Other sensory information: the hearing, vision, taste, smell,

and body intuition of the subject when the event occurs.
(6) Emotional information: the emotional and psychological

activities of the subjects at the time of the event.

Procedure
Pre-Training Session
The IAT was used to evaluate all the participants in the study.
In this session, the participants with Internet addiction were
assigned to either the group receiving future imagination training
(n = 20) or the control group (n = 20) according to their
gender, and their Internet addiction scores. The non-problematic
users were also assigned to one of these conditions according to
their gender and Internet addiction score. There were 20 such
participants in the experimental training group and 19 in the
control group.

Training Sessions
In these sessions, the participants with the Internet addiction
and non-problematic users were given the requisite training
according to their group. Each group completed the training
program. The research participants underwent five sessions of
training, held at 6-day intervals, within the period of 1 month.

Future Imagination Training
The participants first completed a training task in each session
of this training program. In the first stage of training, the
participants were asked to imagine events occurring 1 week
from the present day. After the first training session, each
participant was evaluated using the IAT, BIS, and the delay
discounting task. In the second stage, they were asked to
imagine events occurring after 1 month. In the third, they
were asked to imagine events occurring after 1 year, and
in the fourth, events occurring after 10 years. In the fifth
session, the final stage of training, the participants were
asked to imagine events occurring 50 years from the present
day. Each session, the participants were also asked to vividly
describe the future imagination events and write down on
the paper.
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TABLE 2 | Different participant groups in the experimental and control conditions showing decreases in the delay discounting rates and impulsivity (M ± SD).

Participant group Training type n Delay discounting rate Impulsivity

First session Final session First session Final session

Non-problematic users Imagining the future 20 1.30 ± 0.38 1.11 ± 0.23 52.00 ± 5.24 47.90 ± 6.50

Control 19 1.36 ± 0.43 1.41 ± 0.43 52.84 ± 7.23 54.26 ± 13.58

Internet addicts Imagining the future 20 1.55 ± 0.50 1.22 ± 0.31 61.68 ± 10.41 52.21 ± 7.15

Control 20 1.78 ± 3.96 1.83 ± 0.44 58.86 ± 6.42 58.14 ± 8.15

Control Training
In each session of this training program, they were instructed to
write down a description of a present-day event. Each time, they
were also asked to vividly describe the present-day events. After
the first training session, they were evaluated using the IAT, BIS,
and the delay discounting task.

Post-Training Session
After the final training session, all the participants were re-
evaluated using the IAT, BIS, and the delay discounting task.
Furthermore, all the participants were asked to fill out the
items addressing the demographic variables at the end of the
questionnaire, such as age, gender, and years of education.

RESULTS

Participant Characteristics and Group
Allocation
The Addiction Scores as the Dependent Variable
The addiction scores across the two groups did not vary as a
function of participant age [F(1, 75) = 3.002, p = 0.087, η

2
=

0.038] and education [F(1, 75) = 3.038, p = 0.085, η
2
= 0.039].

However, there was a significant difference in the addiction scores
across the two subject groups (addicts vs. non-addicts), F(1, 75)
= 219.165, p < 0.001, η

2
= 0.745. These results suggested that

the two groups of subjects in the current study were comparable
across age and education.

Dependent Variables Analysis
In the current study, we aimed to perform a descriptive
statistical analysis of the results. So, we used SPSS Version
16.0 (IBM Corp., NY, USA) to analyze our experimental
data. In the result part, we used the statistical method of
ANOVA. A 2 (participant type: individuals with Internet
addiction vs. non-problematic users) × 2 (training type:
future event imagination training vs. control condition) ×

2 (training session: first session vs. final session) ANOVA
analysis was conducted for each of the two dependent
variables of delay discounting rate and impulsivity. The
descriptive statistics of the different participant groups in the
imagining the future and control conditions are shown in
Table 2, which reveal decreases in the delay discounting rates
and impulsivity.

The Delay Discounting Rate as the Dependent

Variable
The results revealed a significant main effect of subject [F(1, 75)
= 13.881, p < 0.001]. The delay discounting rates of individuals
with the Internet addiction (M = 1.594, SD = 0.056) were
significantly higher than those of the non-problematic users (M
= 1.296, SD = 0.056). A significant main effect of training type
was also found [F(1, 75) = 25.920, p < 0.001, η

2
= 0.29], and

the delay discounting rates of participants who underwent future
imagination training (M = 1.295, SD = 0.057) were significantly
lower than those in the control condition (M = 1.595, SD =

0.056). The analysis also showed a significant interaction between
the training session and training type [F(1, 75) = 15.670, p <

0.001, η
2
= 0.173] (as shown in Figure 1). With regard to the

delay discounting rates of the participants recorded in the final
training session, a simple effect analysis demonstrated that there
was a significant difference by training type [F(1, 77) = 9.240,
p < 0.001]. The delay discounting rates of participants in the
experimental training condition (M = 1.163, SD = 0.274) were
significantly lower than those of participants in the control
condition (M = 1.634, SD= 0.482). As for the delay discounting
rates of participants in the first training session, a simple effect
analysis demonstrated that there was no significant difference
by training type [F(1, 77) = 0.417, p = 0.521]. These results
indicated that the future imagination training can reduce the
delay discounting rates of an individual.

Impulsivity as the Dependent Variable
In the current study, we aimed to detect whether future
imagination training could reduce the impulsivity scores of the
individuals. A significant main effect of subject was detected
[F(1, 75) = 20.553, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.215]. The impulsivity scores
of individuals with Internet addiction (M = 57.724, SD = 1.029)
were significantly higher than those of non-problematic users (M
= 51.084, SD = 1.042). A significant main effect of first/final
training session was also found [F(1, 75) = 19.505, p < 0.001,
η
2
= 0.206], and the impulsivity scores of participants in the

final session (M = 52.557, SD = 8.377) were significantly lower
than those in the first session (M = 56.354, SD = 8.416). A
significant interaction between the training session and training
type was found [F(1, 75) = 13.971, p < 0.001, η

2
= 0.157]

(as shown in Figure 2). With regard to the impulsivity scores
of participants recorded in the imagining the future training
condition, a simple effect analysis demonstrated that there was a
significant difference between the first and final sessions [F(1, 77)
= 31.70, p< 0.001]. The impulsivity scores in the final session (M
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FIGURE 1 | Interaction between the training session and training type for the delay discounting rates (includes mean and SD; ***means p < 0.001).

FIGURE 2 | Interaction between the training session and training type for impulsivity scores (includes mean and SD; ***means p < 0.001).

= 50.000, SD = 7.079) were significantly lower than those in the
first session (M = 55.050, SD = 8.866). As for the impulsivity
scores of participants in the control condition, a simple effect
analysis demonstrated that there was no significant difference
between the first and final sessions [F(1, 77) = 0.720, p = 0.432].
There was no significant main effect of training type [F(1, 75) =
1.135, p = 0.290, η

2
= 0.015]. These results indicate that the

future imagination training can decrease the impulsivity scores
of an individual.

Internet Addiction Degree as Dependent Variable
In the current study, we aimed to assess the effectiveness
of imagining the future training among the participants with
Internet addiction. We controlled the Internet addiction scores
as a covariate in the first sessions of training and used these
scores as the dependent variable. The results showed a significant
interaction between the training type and participant group
[F(1, 76) = 18.463, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.200] (as shown in Figure 3).
As for the Internet addiction scores of individual addicts, a
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FIGURE 3 | Interaction between the participant groups and training type for Internet addiction scores (includes mean and SD; ***means p < 0.001).

simple effect analysis demonstrated that there was a significant
main effect of training type [F(1, 37) = 36.959, p < 0.001, η

2

= 0.500]. The Internet addiction scores in the imagine the
future condition (M = 34.677, SD = 1.367) were significantly
lower than those in the control condition (M = 46.149, SD =

1.301). As for the healthy control participants, a simple effect
analysis demonstrated that there was no significant main effect
of training type [F(1, 77) = 0.620, p = 0.480]. These results
indicate that the future imagination training can reduce the
degree of Internet addiction of an individual, supporting the
effectiveness of future imagination training as an intervention for
Internet addiction.

DISCUSSION

The results of our study confirmed that the future imagination
training can decrease the delay discounting rates and is an
effective intervention for Internet addiction. The results showed
that the delay discounting rates of participants with the Internet
addiction and non-problematic users were significantly lower
in the future imagination training condition than those in the
control condition. We also found that the delay discounting
rates, impulsivity, and Internet addiction scores significantly
decreased from the first to the final training sessions in the
experimental training condition but remained unchanged in the
control condition. Overall, these results supported our hypothesis
and demonstrated that future imagination training can be an
effective intervention for the behavioral addictions.

These results concur with the previous research showing that
episodic future thinking could reduce the delay discounting
rates in the Internet addicts and non-problematic users (Peters
and Büchel, 2010; Benoit et al., 2011; Daniel et al., 2015;
Dassen et al., 2016; Stein et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2017; Wu

et al., 2017; Scholten et al., 2019). The present study offered
evidence for the link between the imagination of future and
delay discounting rates of the individuals, which is consistent
with fMRI research finding that episodic future thinking can
reduce the delay discounting rates (Benoit et al., 2011). The fMRI
study provided the physiological evidence for the activation of
specific brain regions associated with imagining future scenarios
(D’Argembeau et al., 2010). In addition, the findings from other
types of subjects also showed that the episodic future thinking
can reduce the delay discounting rates, such as alcohol addict
(Bulley and Gullo, 2017), nicotine addict (Chiou and Wu, 2017),
and smoker (Stein et al., 2018).

The current findings show that episodic future thinking
is an effective method to reduce the delay discounting rate
of an individual. Episodic future thinking enables individuals
to make long-term decisions and guide their future related
behaviors (Atance and O’Neill, 2001; D’Argembeau et al.,
2012). One possible mechanism is that the expectation, as a
source of the effects, can increase or decrease the subjective
value of future rewards (Loewenstein, 1987). Consequently, the
individuals may demonstrate varying (i.e., high or low) rates
of delay discounting in the decision-making tasks involving
money, as the previous research on the behavioral economics
has affirmed (Loewenstein, 1987). The future imagination
training can help guide one’s life and enable individuals
to make rational decisions employing the long-term planning
based on their goals. We argue that the training can
strengthen the ability of individuals to imagine the future
and thus increase or decrease the utility of goods. Based
on the dual process model theory (McClure et al., 2004),
we speculate that the episodic future thinking can help
individuals to resist the current temptation andmake a long-term
rational decision.
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It is worth noting that the current results found that episodic
future thinking reduced Internet addiction. A prior literature
has found that the episodic future thinking can decrease the
degree of the addiction (Daniel et al., 2013, 2015; O’Neill
et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2016, 2018; Bulley and Gullo, 2017;
Chiou and Wu, 2017). Furthermore, our current results were
supported by the previous studies using episodic future thinking
to reduce the delay discount rate of addicts and the evaluation of
imaginary beverages (Snider et al., 2016). This can be explained
by the account that the decreasing of delay discount rate among
the addicted individuals may reduce their subjective value of
the addictive goods (McClure et al., 2013; Bernstein et al.,
2014). Moreover, the episodic future thinking can improve self-
management of the Internet addicts, which was supported by the
prior research (Stein et al., 2016). The present study provides
a viable solution for the lack of effective interventions for the
Internet addiction as highlighted by Winkler et al. (2013).

The present study lends further support to the neural
mechanism theory of imagery/prospection network.We acquired
evidence from the behavioral experiments, which extend our
understanding of addictive behavior disorders associated with
the high delay discounting rates. The prior research has shown
that anticipating the future can increase the self-control (Kirby
and Guastello, 2001). There is a possibility that the future
imagination training conducted in this study also promoted the
self-control abilities of participants and thus decreased their delay
discounting rates.

LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH

Although this was the first study to investigate how future
imagination training may decrease the delay discounting rate
among the Internet addicts and non-problematic users, there are
still several limitations. Hence, the current findings may suggest
several key directions for future research. First, we used BIS
to measure the impulsivity of the subjects in this study, and
the results showed that the impulsivity of the subjects changed
after the end of the experiment. However, the BIS is a trait
measure. Given this, we want to conduct further long-term
follow-up studies in future to verify the current findings. Second,
the current research has only investigated the effect of future
imagination training on the intertemporal decision-making, but
the psychological mechanism has not been explored. Therefore,
in future studies, we plan to conduct the experimental studies on
the psychological mechanism by which future imagination can
reduce the intertemporal decision-making. Third, the previous
studies have concluded that the different manner with which

issues are framed can affect the selections of individuals (De
Martino et al., 2006) and that emotional valence modulates
the delay discounting (Liu et al., 2013). However, we did not
consider the effect of different descriptive frameworks on the
results. So, we look forward to possibly adding the framing
effect to our investigation of the delay discounting rates in the
future, through the incorporation of delay discounting tasks
requiring participants to frame an issue/event in a variety of ways.

It would also be useful to test the emotional intensity of the
individuals in the two different frames, and investigate emotional
intensity as a moderator between the framing effect and delay
discounting tasks. Fourth, the current study only used the self-
report and behavioral data. Therefore, further studies could
benefit from the neurophysiological or psychophysiological
measures integration. Last, although the future imagination
training reduced the scores of Internet addicts, the scores of
Internet addicts were significantly higher than those of normal
Internet users in the current study. So, the future research may
consider using longitudinal design to further explore whether the
future imagination training can exert a lasting influence on the
Internet addicts and even reduce the addictive tendency to be as
low as normal subjects.

In sum, the future imagination training can be effectively
applied to decrease delay discounting in both the Internet addicts
and non-problematic users. This training method may have
implications for preventing and reducing the Internet addiction.
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